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Amending the constitution of Mangatawa Papamoa Blocks Incorporation 
 

Introduction 

1. The constitution of the Mangatawa Papamoa Blocks Incorporation 
("Constitution") is currently almost identical to the Māori Incorporations 
Constitution Regulations 1994 ("Regulations").  The Committee of 
Management of the Mangatawa Papamoa Blocks Incorporation 
("Incorporation") has committed to updating the Constitution over a series of 
wānanga and general meetings in 2023.   

2. The purpose of this memorandum is give a high-level view of aspects of the 
Constitution that may warrant being updated under Te Ture Whenua Māori 
Act 1993 ("Act"). 

The Constitution can be changed by shareholder resolution 

3. Shareholders can only change the Constitution by passing special 
resolutions at a general meeting (whether special or annual) of the 
Incorporation.1  There are also matters that may only be changed by special 
resolution according to the Regulations (and therefore cannot be amended 
by other methods).2   

4. Based on the discussion at the 2022 Annual General Meeting of the 
Incorporation, there are aspects of the Constitution that could benefit from 
amendment.  The following examples would increase the efficiency of the 
Incorporation, including the process of general meetings of the Incorporation, 
for instance: 

(a) The prescribed method of voting at general meetings of the 
Incorporation could be updated, including for passing resolutions.  
The current requirement is for a show of hands but a poll vote can be 
called by "not less than 5" shareholders (clause 6). 

(b) The timeframe by which the Incorporation must prepare resolutions 
for consideration at a general meeting could be shortened or 
lengthened (currently 21 days prior to the general meeting per clause 
4(4)).   

 

1  Te Ture Whenua Māori Act 1993, section 268.  See also Māori Incorporations Constitution Regulations 1994, regulations 

1 and 4(1)(h). 
2  Māori Incorporations Constitution Regulations 1994, regulation 4(1). 
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(c) Various timeframes that appear impractical for the Incorporation 
could be increased: 

(i) lodgement of a power of attorney or proxy notice remains 
open until 48 hours before a general meeting of the 
Incorporation (clause 3(5)); 

(ii) receipt of a postal ballot no later than 48 hours prior to a 
general meeting of the Incorporation (clause 19(1)); and 

(iii) nomination of persons for vacancies among the Committee 
of Management no later than "3 clear days" before the date 
fixed for the meeting (clause 23(4)). 

(d) The process, and any restriction on, use of attorneys, proxies and 
postal voting could be updated.   

5. We note that the above are examples of amendments that are open to the 
shareholders to consider.  There may be other aspects of the Constitution 
that require updating.  We would be pleased to consider any shareholder 
feedback on aspects of the Constitution that they consider are not working at 
the wānanga of the Incorporation on 25 March 2023.   
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 Agreement with Tauranga City Council | Gloucester Road 

Introduction  

6. The Mangatawa Papamoa Blocks Incorporation ("Incorporation") seeks to 
enter an agreement to complete Gloucester Road by constructing a link road 
between Hibiscus Avenue and Franks Way (the "Link Road").  The other 
parties to that agreement ("Agreement") are: 

(a) Tauranga City Council ("Council");  

(b) Pacific Lakes Village Partnership ("Pacific Lakes"); and 

(c) Waka Kotahi – New Zealand Transport Association ("Waka Kotahi"), 

(collectively, the "Parties"). 

The Link Road  

7. The Link Road will be constructed over Asher Lot E2 Block (the "E2 Block") 
and will: 

(a) provide up to three access points to the Pacific Lakes Village; 

(b) grant road access for the Incorporation to the E2 Block, which is 
currently landlocked.  The Link Road will help the Incorporation to 
unlock the E2 Block for development; and 

(c) reduce pressure on nearby streets, such as Grenada Street and 
Maranui Street.  More efficient management of the roading network 
by improving access (and decreasing congestion) in the Papamoa / 
Tauranga region. 

Key aspects of the Agreement 

8. Significantly, the Incorporation will continue to own the E2 Block in its entirety 
(ie, no aspect of the E2 Block will transfer into the ownership of the Council).  
That has been the starting point for all discussions between the Council and 
the Incorporation about the Agreement, and is agreed in principle.  It 
represents a departure from prior practice and is a welcome development. 

9. The Council will own the constructed road (ie the tarmac road that is built on 
top of the E2 Block).  The Council will also be granted easements to allow 
necessary works to maintain the constructed road in accordance with their 
obligations as a territorial authority (but not widen it).  The Incorporation will 
not be required to directly contribute to the cost of construction, or upkeep 
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repair of the constructed road.  The Council and Waka Kotahi are responsible 
for the usual operation of the road in every respect. 

10. The Council and the Incorporation have been negotiating the detailed terms 
of the Agreement, which is not yet finalised.  Pacific Lakes and Waka Kotahi 
have similar roles in the Agreement, being to contribute to funding the Link 
Road for the benefits outlined at paragraph 7(a) and (c) above, respectively. 

11. The remaining key aspects of the Agreement are summarised as follows: 

(a) The total cost of the construction of the Link Road is $2,000,000 
which is shared between Waka Kotahi, the Council and Pacific 
Lakes.  The exact amount of these contributions is currently being 
confirmed. 

Next steps 

12. The Agreement, generally, represents an opportunity to create a positive, 
forward-focussed relationship the Council.  Accordingly, we propose to use 
this opportunity to include a series of principles, akin to the principles of Te 
Tiriti o Waitangi, into the recital of the Agreement.  The principles will dictate 
the relationship between the Incorporation and the Council regarding the E2 
Block (which, for completeness, includes the Link Road).  We look forward to 
discussing these in more depth with the Incorporation's shareholders at the 
wānanga on 25 March 2023.  There is the prospect that these principles, and 
this precedent, will be a platform for building a wider and more 
comprehensive relationship with the Council, should that be desired. 

13. The Link Road cannot go ahead unless the Incorporation can demonstrate to 
the Māori Land Court that: 

(a) the Shareholders of the Incorporation support the Application; and 

(b) the Agreement is finalised and agreed between the Parties.  

14. As such, it is important that shareholders can have their say, or ask 
questions, about the Agreement at the upcoming wānanga in preparation for 
voting on resolutions about the Agreement at the Special General Meeting of 
the Incorporation on 6 May 2023.   
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